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Welcome to your October Membership Newsletter

Bye, Bye Summer… Hello Autumn
I am sure you will all agree that this year, as turbulent as it has been, is flying by and
here we find ourselves entering our 10th month and saying goodbye to British Summer
Time with clocks going back one hour on 30th October – giving us an extra hour in bed.
Shops are now fully stocked with Halloween items with the next aisles bursting with
Christmas decorations. It’s great to see a nation now starting to slowly return to some
sort of normality, it has certainly taken a long time coming but with a lot of
determination, perseverance, and dedication we will be able to celebrate Halloween as
once was and hopefully have as many friends as possible and family gather around the
Christmas table this year.
It is now a good time to reflect on how far we have come as a nation and what we have
achieved throughout such a challenging, turbulent year. One major challenge for many
was getting used to technology; whether it was learning to use iPad, Facetime,
Microsoft Teams, Zoom or other various apps to keep us all in touch with one another.
There is no denying that organisations such as the NHS were still able to deliver
services, despite many staff being able to securely and safely work from home because
of our newfound tech-skills! The pandemic has changed the way we all now work and
some of us may wish to continue working from home but what we all need to be
reminded, the importance of posture.
The importance of good posture is something that cannot be overemphasised.
Maintaining good posture is vital to your overall health. Without many knowing, good
posture is as essential as a healthy diet, sleeping comfortably and exercising. It
ensures that your body is in good condition to perform daily tasks with more vigour and
energy while avoiding fatigue. It is an essential pillar of your general physical and also
mental health.
Please click here to view the NHS.uk website to learn more about common posture
mistakes and fixes.

Annual Members’ Meeting 2021
We were delighted to hold our first face to face Annual Members’
Meeting on Wednesday 22 September. Every year, we have a
theme for our meeting which is reflected in our Annual Magazine
and this year, the theme was ‘we’re all in it together’ recognising
the importance role of our third sector colleagues and volunteers.
We know that there are many challenges ahead for mental health
and disability services, especially given the impact of the
pandemic. We also know that mental health NHS providers
cannot meet the ever-growing demand for mental health services
and support alone. At the event, we were joined by Adam
Crampsie, Chief Executive of ‘Concern’ who talked about the
importance of working in partnership and opportunities for us to
build on the already strong relationships between the Trust and
the Concern Group. We also had a heart-warming presentation
from Allan Brownrigg, our Clinical Staff Governor talking about his
personal journey through life and working through the pandemic.
We had almost 80 people in attendance at the meeting and as we
were able to live-stream the event a further 40 joined us on-line.
We’re looking to build on this hybrid-approach to involved people
in our meetings and events now and in the future and we'd like to
thank those governors, staff, service users and carers for joining
us at the event.
Please click here if you would like to watch the recording of the
Annual Members’ Meeting 2021.

Council of Governors Elections 2021
Our Council of Governors Elections will be coming soon with
vacant seats in the following constituencies:
Learning Disability Services – Service User
Neuro-Disability Services – Service User
Neuro-Disability Service - Carer
Learning Disability Services - Carer
Children and Young Peoples Service – Carer
Adult Services – Carer
Adult Services - Service User
Sunderland – Public
Newcastle/rest of England Public
This is your opportunity to either put yourself forward for election
or vote for your Governors and shape the way ahead.
Look out for more information on our website in the next couple of
weeks.

October - Black History Month
During October the UK Celebrates Black History Month. Although
Black History Month has been celebrated every February in the
USA since 1970, it was not officially celebrated in the UK until
1987 when it was organised by the activist Akyaaba Addai-Sebo
who, at the time was the coordinator for special projects for the
Greater London Council.
The main aims of Black History Month are to celebrate the
achievements and contributions of black people not just in the UK,
but throughout the world and also to educate all on black history.
During October there are many events to celebrate Black History
Month, across the country special classes and celebrations are
arranged within schools and African and Caribbean societies at
universities put on special events and lectures. Museums and art
galleries have special themed exhibits, and there are also many
special themed shows about Black History Month on the TV and
Radio.
If you would like to get involved and discover more about black
history, you will find a full listing of events and exhibitions taking
place across the UK on the official Black History Month website
www.blackhistorymonth.org.uk

October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month
Breast cancer it’s a scary thought and all too many women
assume that it won’t happen to them. Fact is though, every ten
minutes a woman is diagnosed with breast cancer in the UK.
Breast Cancer is very close to my heart, I was diagnosed with
Breast cancer on March 27th 2020, just as the country was going
in to it’s first national lockdown. I never felt a lump, there were no
changes in breast shape or any other changes that are often
related to breast cancer, my cancer was picked up in a routine
mammogram!
And how lucky was I.
With COVID-19 taking hold, my surgery was delayed for 12
weeks. The anxiety and stress caused by the uncertainty of what's
was going to happen was very difficult time, not being able to see
family and friends was at times unbearable, it was at times a very
lonely place to be.
I was not a lone in these unprecedent times the country was
facing and there were many women and men in the same position
as me. I was ‘lucky’ I did have my surgery; I did have my
treatment. I am lucky as my cancer was found early via a routine
mammogram.
So, please, don’t put off going for routine mammograms, if you
notice any changes in your breast, or under your arms go for a
medical check-up, it might save your life.
My ‘Routine Mammogram’ certainly saved my life!
Jayne
Corporate Affairs Officer
For more information on Breast Cancer Awareness click here

World Mental Health Day: 10th October
Mental health problems range from the worries we all experience
as part of everyday life to serious long-term conditions. Most
people who experience mental health problems can get over them
or learn to live with them, especially if they get help early on.
Mental health problems are usually defined and classified to
enable professionals to refer people for appropriate care and
treatment. But some diagnoses are controversial and there is
much concern in the mental health field that people are too often
treated according to, or described by, their condition. This can
have a profound effect on their quality of life. Nevertheless,
diagnoses remain the most usual way of dividing and classifying
symptoms into groups.
Symptoms
Most mental health symptoms have traditionally been divided into
groups called either ‘neurotic’ or ‘psychotic’ symptoms. ‘Neurotic’
covers those symptoms which can be regarded as severe forms
of ‘normal’ emotional experiences such as depression, anxiety or
panic. Conditions formerly referred to as ‘neuroses’ are now more
frequently called ‘common mental health problems.’
Less common are ‘psychotic’ symptoms, which interfere with a
person’s perception of reality, and may include hallucinations such
as seeing, hearing, smelling or feeling things that no one else can.
Mental health problems affect the way you think, feel and behave.
They are problems that can be diagnosed by a doctor, not
personal weaknesses.
Mental health problems are very common. As found by the APMS
(2014), 1 in 6 people in the past week experienced a common
mental health problem. Anxiety and depression are the most
common problems, with around 1 in 10 people affected at any one
time.
How do mental health problems affect people?
Anxiety and depression can be severe and long-lasting and have
a big impact on people’s ability to get on with life. Between one
and two in every 100 people experience a severe mental illness,
such as bi-polar disorder or schizophrenia, and have periods
when they lose touch with reality. People affected may hear
voices, see things no one else sees, hold unusual or irrational
beliefs, feel unrealistically powerful, or read particular meanings
into everyday events.
Although certain symptoms are common in specific mental health
problems, no two people behave in exactly the same way when
they are unwell.
Many people who live with a mental health problem or are
developing one, try to keep their feelings hidden because they are
afraid of other people’s reactions. And many people feel troubled
without having a diagnosed, or diagnosable, mental health
problem - although that doesn’t mean they aren’t struggling to
cope with daily life.
Being mentally healthy doesn’t just mean that you don’t have a
mental health problem. If you’re in good mental health, you can:
make the most of your potential
cope with life
play a full part in your family, workplace, community and
among friends.
Some people call mental health ‘emotional health’ or ‘well-being’
and it’s just as important as good physical health. Mental health is
everyone’s business. We all have times when we feel down or
stressed or frightened. Most of the time those feelings pass. But
sometimes they develop into a more serious problem and that
could happen to any one of us.
Everyone is different. You may bounce back from a setback while
someone else may feel weighed down by it for a long time.
Your mental health doesn’t always stay the same. It can change
as circumstances change and as you move through different
stages of your life.
There is sometimes a stigma attached to mental health problems.
This means that people feel uncomfortable about them and don’t
talk about them much. Many people don’t even feel comfortable
talking about their feelings. But it’s healthy to know and say how
you’re feeling.
For more information click here

The Signpost North East and North Cumbria
website
The Signpost North East and North Cumbria website
(http://www.signpostnenc.co.uk/) has been developed in
partnership with the North East and North Cumbria Integrated
Care System and Media Savvy, a North East-based multi awardwinning social enterprise that provides education, volunteering
and employment opportunities for people with mental health
needs. It is funded by the North East Mental Health Clinical
Network.
Explaining why the site has been developed, Darren Archer,
Manager at the North East Mental Health Clinical Network, said:
“An important part of helping people to make positive choices and
support themselves is to make sure they have easy access to
good-quality information.
“The aim of the Signpost North East and North Cumbria (NENC)
website is to be one easy-to navigate ‘hub’, where people can find
all the information they need to look after their wellbeing.
Access to good information is vital to removing the barriers that
can get in the way of good mental health.” Darren added, “The
site will continually be growing and improving – we encourage
people to use the site, test out the information, and let us know
where we can make improvements.”
Steve Nash, Mental Health Voluntary Care Sector lead for the
North East and North Cumbria Integrated Care System, said: “The
need for reliable sources of information about local mental health
services and support comes up again and again in consultations
about what people want, from the general public and
professionals alike.”
Consultations with users of the local Recovery College Online
service echoed this, with many saying that they wanted something
that would simplify searches for local services. One person said,
“It’s really hard to find the things you need in your local area on
the internet; [Signpost NENC] will bring everything into one place
and make it a lot easier”.
Steve Nash explained, “Finding an easy way to meet this need is
far from straightforward, not least because the success of any
online portal or directory depends on all of us using it and
updating it. The North East and North Cumbria Integrated Care
System is making a genuine attempt to try and solve this problem
once and for all, and this website has the potential to be a great
resource for the whole region.”
Development of the site has been supported by people and
organisations from across the community. Voluntary groups, NHS
partners, local authorities, charities and focus groups have all
been involved, to bring together the best help local to you, into
one easy to navigate hub. Recognising that a huge range of
things can affect peoples’ wellbeing, the site covers topics from
debt to anxiety, bereavement to physical health issues, which can
all influence our day-to-day lives and mental health. There are
even useful links to help people locate their local GP surgery or
dentist.
The website can also be browsed by area, with pages for (for
example) North Tyneside, Durham, Allerdale and Copeland, and
Northumberland, where users can see an overview of the services
available to them locally. A map search function is also another
route to locating services nearby.
Dan Makaveli, Managing Director at Media Savvy, said: “The
Signpost NENC website has the potential to become a truly
valuable resource for our local communities. “Excitingly for us, this
funding from the North East Mental Health Clinical Network will
enable us to employ two of our learners, who are mental health
service users themselves, to develop and maintain the site. Not
only will this be a huge boost to these individuals’ recovery and
progression, but it will also ensure that people with lived
experience of mental illness are at the heart of the website’s
growth.”
John Lawlor, Chief Executive Lead for the North East and North
Cumbria Integrated Care System’s Mental Health Programme,
said: “We are committed to working with our partners across the
Integrated Care System to keep developing this resource.
Signpost NENC will never be ‘finished'; it will be constantly
reviewed and updated to ensure everyone living in the North East
and North Cumbria can quickly and easily access the best, most
up-to-date information.

Young people’s mental health service
reaches milestone
The Trust’s ARMS (At-Risk Mental State) Service has achieved its
100th job after launching in September 2020.
The service was set up to offer advice and support to young
people who may be having some unusual experiences that are
causing them distress. Aiming to give young people practical help
and psychological support, the team forms a new support pathway
for people who are having some difficulties but are not
experiencing a first episode of psychosis.
Since its inception, the team has helped a group of young people
who may not have otherwise been offered an intervention.
Nicola Barclay, Service Lead and Senior Clinical Psychologist at
CNTW, said: “We’re really proud to have been able to support this
many service users in such a short space of time and hope this is
an indicator of what we are able to offer in the future. This number
is testament to the hard work and dedication of every member of
staff.
“It has been a huge achievement to set up a service during a
global pandemic but massively rewarding to know we’re helping
young people in our local area.”
The team works with 14-25-year-olds who have a GP in
Newcastle or Gateshead who may be feeling as though things are
strange or unreal, sensing things that might not be there or feeling
paranoid around others. Young people using the service may also
sometimes experience feeling anxious or depressed or might be
feeling isolated and struggling with school, work or college.
Young people can refer themselves to the service and can also be
referred by their GP or a mental health clinician they are working
with. The team works within the community across Newcastle and
Gateshead. Young people can meet at a place most suitable for
them, which could the office, school, their home or a community
base. They also offer online appoints.
To refer, email CentralARMSDL@cntw.nhs.uk or to refer by
phone call 0191 640 0051 for Newcastle or 0191 223 2020 for
Gateshead.
Delirium services shortlisted for two prestigious awards
Two specialist services for people experiencing delirium have
been shortlisted in prestigious national awards.
The Trust’s ‘Reach out’ Delirium service in North Cumbria has
been shortlisted for ‘Psychiatric Team of the Year: Older-age
adults’ in the Royal College of Psychiatrists Awards, and the
Delirium Liaison Pathway in South Tyneside has been shortlisted
for ‘Mental Health Innovation of the Year’ at the Health Service
Journal Awards.
To be recognised on a national stage, shortlisted amongst tough
competition from hundreds of other, is a phenomenal
accomplishment for every staff member involved in these services
– particularly during one of the most challenging periods the NHS
has ever seen.
What is delirium?
This upsetting condition affects about 2 in every 10 people
admitted to hospital. Delirium is a temporary state of mental
confusion that starts suddenly. It is actually caused by a physical
condition of some sort, such as an infection – including COVID19. Medical problems, surgery and medications can all cause
delirium too.
Someone suffering from Delirium might not know where they are,
what time it is, or what’s happening to them. In severe cases, the
person may hear voices or see things that are not there or believe
that other people (such as hospital staff) are trying to harm them.
Current research indicates that around three quarters of people
remember their delirium, and all the distressing things that they
experienced during it.
Delirium often leads to people staying in hospital longer than they
might otherwise have needed to. This leads to worse health
outcomes and reduces the number of beds available – a particular
concern during the COVID-19 pandemic and its pressures on the
hospital system.
‘Reach Out’ Delirium service, North Cumbria
The ‘Reach Out’ delirium service was developed to proactively
prevent, detect, and manage delirium in North Cumbrian
hospitals. In recognition of the team’s significant positive impact
on patient care, they have been shortlisted for ‘Psychiatric Team
of the Year: Older-age adults’ in the Royal College of Psychiatrists
Awards.
The service was launched to help identify patients with delirium
early on, so they can be successfully treated as quickly as
possible and recover at home, as well as preventing delirium in
the first place wherever possible. Working seven days a week, the
team proactively seek out and screen patients at risk of delirium
who are admitted to hospital – they screen about 2,000 patients
every month.
The team then ‘Reach Out’ to the patient, carers, and staff to offer
support, with patients with suspected or confirmed delirium being
seen twice a day by the team. They also help to coordinate
discharge and coordinate follow-up to support the person once
they are out of hospital.
The service’s impact on preventing delirium and reducing patients’
length of stay has seen it save the healthcare system over one
million pounds each year. But most importantly, the service has
increased the quality of care for people with delirium and their
loved ones.
Since the team’s introduction in 2017 there has been a 20%
reduction in delirium across the hospitals. The average length of
stay for patients at risk of delirium has also decreased, and patient
outcomes and quality of care have improved.
Throughout the pandemic, staff have gone above and beyond
their role to ensure patients have maintained contact with loved
ones – particularly important for people living with dementia, who
have been struggling with isolation, low mood and distress during
lockdowns.
David Storm, Associate Director for Access and Community
services in North Cumbria at CNTW said: “The news that the
‘Reach Out’ delirium service has been shortlisted by the Royal
College of Psychiatrists for Psychiatric Team of the Year is a
fantastic boost after such a tough year.
“This small team has made a huge different, enabling a significant
reduction in delirium across North Cumbria. The team have also
played a significant role in supporting patients and their families
throughout the pandemic, particularly where restrictions
necessary due to COVID-19 have had such a negative impact on
older people. The team have really shown innovation and
flexibility, working in partnership with all disciplines across the
hospitals, and we are very proud of their achievements.”
Delirium Liaison Pathway, South Tyneside
Launched in January 2021, the Delirium Liaison Pathway is part of
the South Tyneside Psychiatric Liaison Team. It is a pioneering
way of working – an outward-facing service which aims to raise
awareness of delirium and combat its widespread impact in both
hospital and community settings – and this has been recognised
nationally, with the team being shortlisted for ‘Mental Health
Innovation of the Year’ at the Health Service Journal Awards.
The team, which is the first of its kind, consists of medics, nurses,
and a specialist occupational therapist. Patients suffering from
delirium receive follow-up care at home from the team, which
reduces the likelihood of the delirium reoccurring and the person
needing to go back into hospital. The team help develop a care
plan for each patient and make onward referrals for more
specialist support if needed. The team also provide resources,
contact information and support to carers looking after an
individual with delirium.
The Delirium Liaison Pathway team also work with primary care
clinicians to provide training in how to identify and assess patients
with delirium. The team also provide specialist support to care
homes to help prevent and manage delirium.
Emma Hodgson, Community Clinical Manager at CNTW, said:
“The successful development of this new pathway would not have
been possible if it were not for the culture of innovation that exists
within CNTW, nor without the involvement of carers who have
engaged with us to shape the pathway.
“We hope that through being shortlisted in these nationallyrecognised awards, we can help change how delirium is viewed,
and continue to share this innovative pathway with other NHS
trusts across the UK to help other patients, carers and staff
elsewhere.”

Halloween - did you know..
The holiday dates back more than 2,000 years. Halloween is even
older than Christianity itself. It all started as a pre-Christian Celtic
festival called Samhain, which means "summer's end." Held
around the first of November, the feast recognised the final day of
the fall harvest and spirits crossing over, since they believed the
veil between the living and spirit world were thinnest at that time.
People in Ireland, the United Kingdom and Northern France used
to ward off ghosts by lighting sacrificial bonfires, and – you
guessed it – wearing costumes, according to History.com.
Pumpkin Soup Recipe
1 large onion, chopped
2 carrots, peeled and chopped
2 garlic cloves
1 bay leaf
25g/1oz unsalted butter
1 medium pumpkin (prepared weight about 850g/1lb 14oz)
deseeded and roughly chopped
1 medium-sized floury potato, such as Maris Piper, roughly
chopped
1 litre/1¾ pint vegetable or chicken stock, a little extra may
be needed
100ml/3½fl oz double cream
3 tbsp pumpkin seeds
salt and freshly ground black pepper
Method
Put the onion, carrots, garlic bay leaf, butter and half the
olive oil into a large pan. Cook over a low–medium heat for
about 10 minutes until the vegetables are tender but not
coloured.
Add the squash and potato, mix to combine and cook for a
further 2–3 minutes. Pour in the stock, season well and bring
to the boil. Reduce the heat to a gentle simmer, half cover
the pan with a lid and continue to cook for about 40 minutes
until the squash is really tender when tested with the point of
a knife.
Pick out the bay leaf and blend the soup until smooth using
a stick blender.
Add the cream and a little more stock if the soup is on the
thick side, taste for seasoning, adding more salt and pepper
as required.
Meanwhile, heat the remaining oil in a frying pan over a
medium heat and add the pumpkin seeds and fry quickly
until the seeds start to pop. Remove from the pan.
Ladle the soup into bowls and serve with a swirl of cream
and the toasted pumpkin seeds.

CNTW are Recruiting NOW new
opportunities to #JoinUs
Due to a number of exciting service developments we have a
range of new opportunities for Registered and Non-Registered
Nursing Staff, Allied Health Professionals and Peer Supporter
roles across our inpatient and community services.
We have opportunities across our Trust footprint which covers
Northumberland, North Tyneside, North Cumbria, Newcastle,
Gateshead, South Tyneside, Sunderland, and Middlesbrough.
Look out for our virtual open days taking place across our
localities in the coming weeks or to find out more about the
vacancies follow us on Twitter @cntw_jobs or our website by
clicking here

Free Mental Health and Wellbeing Resources
The Patient Information Centre has produced some free mental health and wellbeing
resources. All resources are available to download or order here
.

Membership
Not a member? To receive regular copies of this newsletter, sign
up for membership!
Either visit our website www.cntw.nhs.uk/membership or
e-mail members@cntw.nhs.uk
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